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University Plans to Convert

Inn Restaurant IntoDining Hall
Restaurant will be transformed

into a secondary student dining

hall within the next four to six

administration officials, a

Friday afternoon conference

among Deans Sellers and
Puckette, Director of

Auxilliary Services Tom Lotti,

Provost Thad Marsh and three

representatives of Saga Foods
produced the decision to

utilize the Sewanee Inn's

dining facilities in an effort to

alleviate the overcrowding at

Although

culminated in the proposal to

use the Inn's Restaurant, which

possesses a seating capacity of

1 20, was initiated by Mr.

Lotti's expression of concern

over the overflowing condition

of Gailor. Lotti noted that hall at

Gai'or's insufficient facilities

cause not only a lengthy delay The

between a student's arrival and Room,

asily accesible to residents of

he Inn, Benedict, Trezevant

md Courts dormitories, one

egistered his desire to see

tudents using the Inn dining

nple . of this

thedecision depends upo

afternoon's price negotiation

between Saga and the Provost

it seems certain that the Inn i

destined to become Gailo

his receipt of food, but also a reserved at

substantial time lag between commercial

his acquisition of food and his

discovery of a seat. Naturally,

the Inn was mentioned as an

alternate dining hall.

Tentative plans call for the

utilization of the restaurant to

feed approximately 200
students -per meal from the

same selection of food

available at Gailor. The only

difference between the two
will be the serving from an
open buffet at the Inn. Despite

the fact that the Inn is more

forrestauran

ffic, but the

question

the same buffet line used by
students. It is also uncertain

whether paying customers will

dine simultaneously with the

students.

transforming

Restaurant i

dining hall, ha<

Sewanee Inn

INN SOON TO BE "GAILOR JUNIOR"

SPMA Bound to

"Black Heat"Contract

Honor Council Proposes Changes
by Harry Hoffman

The Honor System at

Sewanee has, during the past

several weeks, undergone its

first real examination in 26

years. Needed changes in the

procedure used by the Honor
Council as well as changes in

the Honor Code itself have-

been endorsed by the Honor
Council and will be voted on

by the Order of Gownsmen in

the October 9 meeting.

The specific proposals to

be considered are as follows:

1.) To change the procedure

observed in a trial: Two
prosecutors would be chosen

from the Council on a rotating

basis to serve the function

presenting evidence against the

accused during a trial. These

two prosecutors

have a vote in

Council was put in the difficult

position of trying to prove

something, and then voting on
what was being proven. The
expressed purpose of the

Honor Council in a trial has

been to discover the truth.

by Jim Harper

Provost of the University

Thad Marsh informed the

executive board of the

Sewanee Popular Music

Association Tuesday that the

t be broken,

scheduled to

cancelled. The
however, according to Mr.

Marsh and Vice-Chancellor

Bennett, was one of the

tightest they had

The the

controversial

Black Heat can

Honor Council trial ' an The soul group

admission of guilt and will act play in Sewane

accordingly. .
K

The third proposal asks that The executi

the following entire revised with the Vice-

all Tuesday in an

"I hereby certify that I have
neither given nor received

unauthorized aid on this

paper." . -(Signature) ..The

abbreviation "Pledged" Would

call for the payment of $2250
to the group. A $250 deposit

was included in that fee,

although it has not been paid,

according to an official source.

The Administration offered to

forfeit the deposit if the

contract date could be broken.

Black Heat declined the offer.

ng s

the trial,

rease in the

presented by an independent

source, the accused and his

defense council The Honor
Council has, out of necessity,

had to act as prosecutor in

addition to later sitting in

judgement. The exploration of substitute,

proof Would now rest with the The Honor Council supports

prosecution and the defense, this requirement for two main
leaving the voting members of reasons.

the Council with the sole a.) Cheating, whether on an

burden of judgement. This examination or a daily quiz, is

system is more similar to that considered an Honor Council

used in a regular cou,rt. of law. offense. From the point of

The second proposal states honor, they are both equal and

that the Honor Council will cont. on p. 11

D A FILLS COMMITTEE
byDaughtry Miller

Committee appointments,

elections and the Sewanee
Popular Music Association

. discussion when the Delegate

Assembly met for the first time

last Thursday.

A motion was made which
would have amended the

SPMA charter to allow for the

membership
Council in order to preserve

the 6 to 3 vote needed to find

a guilty verdict. Two new

sophomore, would be elected,

each for one year terms to

bring the membership of the

Council to 1 1, including the

two non-voting members. This

Would bring the composition
of the council to induce 4

sophomores; 1 freshman; and 1

member from the School of
Theoloty. The prosecutors

chosen may not be members of

the Executive Committee of
the Honor Council (including

the Chairman, Vice-Chairman,
and Secretary) or the freshm m
member.

The Honor Council's
position in support of this

proposal hinges on the fact

that in the past the Honor
Council acted as collective

judge, jury, and. prosecutor. In

this multi-faceted role, the

PARTY WEEKEND BEGINS FRIDAY

This early import sets the pace for the upcoming Party Weekend festivities.

Tomorrow marks the official beginning of Fall Weekend, which will include the

traditional fraternity and drinking club parties as well as Alumni Homecoming.

election of the president by the

members of the organization

themselves. The president of

the SPMA is now elected by

the D.A. The motion was

tabled however, until it could

be written up properly. There

was some protest to the tabling

Continuing on the subject.

Speaker Billy Joe Shelton

announced that to the best of

his knowledge the SPMA does

not have a formally written

charter. He did read two

previous resolutions by the

D.A. concerning the SPMA's
activities. The first provided

strict rules for membership -- a

specific number of delegates

from each dorm -- and
stipulated that the president be

chosen by the D.A. The second

resolution repealed the first,

except for the stipulation

concerning the election! of the

president. These are the only

official SPMA-related
documents on the Assembly's

record.

Members were solicited for

the various standing
committees of the D.A., which

are open to all interested D.A.

members. These committees

are Community Relations,

Dormitory Improvement,
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General Agreement.. "GOOD RUSH"
by Walter Givhan

Rush has come to the

mountain and lift, leaving In its

wake new pledges, new
acquaintances, fatigued

fraternity actives, and for a

few, frustrated expectations.

With its departure the question

arises, "Was' it a good rush?"

The general answer is

affirmative. Said one active, "it

had to be good, 104 men
pledged." Another commented
that "it Was incredible, I've

never seen so many people

pledge."- Possibly the

impression left by rush on

many was best expressed by an

active's response, "Rush was

great." This whirlwind period

of activity did leave other

impressions, some not quite as

favorable, and raised many
questions, some old and some
new, Which require

large percentage of the rushees

and the actives. Everyone

questioned said that they

experienced difficulty in

keeping up in their studies. For

some the academic workload

The purpose of rush is to

acquaint prospective pledges

and interested persons With the

fraternities at SeWanee, their

members, and give them an

opportunity to participate in

this systerm. The majority of

those Who participated in rush

thought that it succeeded in

acquainting them with the

fraternity system and its

components, but some were

disappointed that it did not give

them a chance to get to know
people better. Many found the

hospitality a bit stilted and

grew tired ot the "classic"

questions at least in the time

that Was allowed to meet
members.
From this observation

follows the argument of how
long rush should last. Although

some thought that it did not

last long enough to allow them
to meet enough people, the

majority asked felt that the

length of rush Was adequate or

too long. A few complained of

the length of the house visits,

that they Were too long. When
asked about the length of rush,

responded that it Was too long.

One said that "it seemed like it

dragged out unnecessarily."

Dr. Joseph D. Cushman, a

faculty advisor to one of the

fraternities, told one class that

rush and its activities were not
conducive to learning." Thk

Interfraternity Council
President Clark Spoden's letter

to each department head

requesting them to ask their

professors to be considerate

during rush. There was mixed

opinion as to whether or not

there should be any outright

rule to regulate the work
assigned, mofeeling that there

should be some concesssions

made. The female members of

the University community
found that study time was
greatly increased for them,

most likely as a result of their

male counterpart's involvement

Although there was not

much said about regulations

before rush, certain rules were

required to be observed. This

stirred feelings as to where the

pressure should be put in

making people comply and as

to what rules should be

changed. Despite the majority

opinion that the fraternities

should bear the responsibility

of following the guidelines,

sentiment that more pressure

be put on freshmen to know
and follow the rules. The rule

found to be violated the most
was that of the ban on

alcoholic beverages in

fraternity houses during rush.

This was found to be a

technical violation, as in most
cases, they were consumed by
actives only, and the purpose

of the rule is to prevent the

offering of them to rushees.

Most disturbing to actives were

the violations of the "spirit of

the rules;" that is, some rules

were not technically broken,

but their purpose was defeated

by the practices of members of

regulation that received much
comment was that of the ban

on women. Opinions ran fairly

even, for and against, with a

few offering the compromise
of lifting the ban after the first

Rush n a turaily caused

people to reexamine and

reevaluate the fraternity

system at Sewanee. Most felt

that the fraternity system at

Sewanee in its present form is

one of the strongest and

healthiest in the South. Many
rushees said the fraternities

here did not seem to be as

"cliquish" as those in other

institutions. The idea was

presented by a faculty member
and one active that the

fraternities at the University

should end their national

affiliations and form some sort

of independent organizal

The
rationale for this proposal is

that national affiliation has

little meaning With the

isolation of Sewanee, and the

great differences in fraternities

addition, much could be kept

on the Mountain to pay off

some of the debts of

fraternities. Although it merits

consideration, this idea was

thought by many to be

impractical because of the

dependence of a few
fraternities on the national

organization and the pride

some have in their fraternities'

heritage. One active observed

that there seemed to be some
ill feelings between fraternities

which came out during rush.

This resulted in pressure on

many rushees caught in

cross-rush which was most

likely responsible for alienating

several from fraternities. Some
rushees and actives felt this was

brought about by the

concentration on obtaining

pledges during a single period

and that the problem might be

alleviated by adding a short

second semester rush.

Rush is over. One hundred
and four men pledged one of

eleven fraternities. What has

occurred during the 9 day

period cannot be changed, but

the questions and observations

arising out of what happened

must be examined and dealt

with in preparing for rush next

year if there is one.

Debate Club Organized
For. students interested in

debating or public speaking,

there is now an organization

designed to promote these

skills. The Debating Club,

which plans to encompass both

debating and other kinds of

oratory, has been set up to

provide a forum for the

discussion of current political,

social, and <

speech e:

had
previous experience in speech
activities are invited to

continue their particpation.

Those who have not had such
experience are invited to take

advantage of this opportunity.

FOR THE BEST BET YET IN BOOZE

IN WINCHESTER'

i the Old

MARSHALL
SCHOLORSHIP

Applications are now being

accepted for the Marshall

Scholarship program for study

in the United Kingdom. Thirty

scholarships will be awarded
for 1976. These scholarships

have a tenure of two years for

the study of any subject

leading to the award of a

British university degree. Both

men and women are eligible.

Marshall Scholarships are

a v.i liable for tenure at any

university in the United

Kingdom.
Those senior students who

are interested in being

considered for nomination

should see Dr. Gilbert

Gilchrist, Walsh-EUett 207, as

soon as possible. The deadline

for having completed
applications in the hands of the

British Consulate-General in

Atlanta is October 22, 1975.

SUPER SANDWICH

IMPORTED COFFEE
& CHEESES

IN SEWANEE, CALL

598 - 5774

11:30 - WIDMGHT DAILY

CLOSED SUNDAYS

GORMET FOODS

IN DOWNTOWN

SEWANEE
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Human Ecology Program Active on Mountain
by Pat Boswell

iong . range . It is from this

The Human Ecology concept that the title was
oject is a community effort taken - Human Ecology
promote the emotional and Project. We can best deal with

a person by understanding his

environment.

Pam Mumby, Convener of

ilfare

through

f the underlying the steering Committee and _

senior at the University, feels

that the Human Ecology

Project should have as its main

emphasis not "direct services,

is contributing

In esses. The key word
nunity." The project

all phases of life on

y and the ministry,

controlled by no

provided for each person. To perhaps St. Andrew's, to hire a
this end a psychologist from full - time coordinator in 1976.
the Multi - County Mental This director would be an
Health Center was brought to accredidted psychologist whose
the community for eight hours function would be to
a week during the last two coordinate the various
years. This psychologist has counseling services offered by
provided personal and group the Chaplaincy, the seminary,
counseling and hopefully will and those people Chaplain
continue to do so this year. Kiblinger refers to as "natural

(Sept. 26) the Steering

Committee asked the members

for some goals, which would be

accord with their broader

nh„- Of

>rding to Dr. Stiles Lin

but catalytic [action]." (Upon
graduating at the end of this

semester, Pam will work for

the Project as Community

overcrowded.

The decisis s therefore

friends, i

The Project members are

ubcommittee to deal with the
h°peful that the subcommitee

ee who also heads the

i Ministry, the project

uraging proof that concern, however, has been to

rework the counseling program
Luiiiiiiuuiby .^ orQ

«

er to maximize the time
gether and solve and expertise which can be

problem of direct services. This
subcommittee is headed by Dr.
Roger Way and includes seven

sity, Otey Parish,

autonomous board in charge of

Community Counseling
Services, this freeing the

general membership to deal listen. A
with the second objective of
the Project.

involvement, to be put on this

year's agenda. Some suggested

areas of study included: work

with Sewanee teenagers, race

youth, help for senior citizens,

and ways to recruit more

student help for community

projects.

The Steering Committee of

the HEP meets every Friday

afternoon at 1:45 at the EQB
House. Visitors are welcome to

rome and offer ideas or just

Hsten. Any inquiries mav be
made through Pam Mumby.

Although many of us have

heard little about the Human
Ecology Project, it has been

actively fun

Chan the i of
Council Votes to Ban Dogs, Cars

1972. Prior to that time, many
i
"key people" had begun to see

a need for a more efficient,

coordinated system of
counseling students and

residents with emotional or

I mental problems. Among these

|

people there was a consensus

that something more long -

. term than the "band - aid

approach" (a term frequently

used by HEP members) was
needed. The Human Ecology
Project was thus created by the

ellc

jtty

nty

[persons representing

section of the con

population. The objectives, as

described by the Rev. Archie

Stapleton, were twofold. :

1 ) to deal with symptomatic

mental illness by means of

direct services (counseling),

and

2) to study the entire

community and its ways of

dealing with people, to study

problems such as financial

les which might result in

personal unhappiness, and to

rid ways to meet these

This second goal is the

by Billy DuBose

At the September meeting

of the Community Council,

two of the several topics raised

were of direct concern to the

students of the University.

First, the traffic committee,

in accordance with similar

motions passed by both the

Delegate Assembly and Order

of Gownsmen, moved to ban

automobile parking in front of

the Bishop's Common and the

Library on both sides of the

streets. The new no-parking

sections of road depicted in the

adjoining map, and will be in

effect between the hours of 7

id 7 p.r

T h i U
cting on

plan. Physical preparation will

be
eks. Themonth to

parking ban will begin

time on a one week trial basis.

During this period violators

will not be fined, but they will

that

imposed by the police. To
compensate for the 27 parking

spaces that will be lost during

advised to use the large parking

lot behind duPont library.

Plans for the extended future

include expansion and
improvement of the duPont

lot. The motive behind the

council's action is twofold.

First is to imporve the

aesthetic appearance of the

area between the Library,

Woods Labs and the Commons,
especially during the daylight

hours. The second reason

regards the safety of

pedestrians who have to cross

streets in the midst of

numerous parked cars which

hinder the vision of oncoming

and sentiments were expressed

in the D.A. and . O.G. when
they acted on similar proposals

to the Administration.

At the same meeting, the

University Health Officer,

Dr. Way. informed the
Community Council of his

plans to work with the Deans

of Students in an effort to

keep dogs out of Gailor Dining

Hal], dormitories, and
acedemic buildings. While Dr.

Way's reasons for pursuing the

dog problem were ones of

health, a recent interview with

Dean Setters revealed another

aspect of the problem,

particularly concerning the

Dining Hall. Seiters reported

that if a dog is found in the

Dining Hall during a health

examiner's inspection of

Gailor's facilities, the Dining

Hall will be closed down for an
indefinite period of time — no
questions asked. To prevent

this from happening. Dean
Seiters has asked that all

students cooperate in keeping

dogs out of Gailor Hall (as well

as dormitories and other

College buildings). The owner
of any dog found in the Dining

Hall will be subject to a fine of

five dollars.

The Community Council,

like the D.A. and O.G., is

empowered to represent

community interests and to

—News

—

-Capsules-
A program on the role of

the federal prosecutor in the

American legal system will be
given on Thursday, October 9,

at 8 p.m. in the Lounge of the

Bishop's Common. The
Sewanee Pre - Law Club is

sponsoring the

W( She
Birmingham district attorney,

and Don Hale, Mr. Sherrer's

assistant, will present a brief

talk which will be followed by
a question period.

CANOE TEAM
RACES The Cano

oday the

Unn

lided

lity. The
by

Hawk's]

Steak &
Pizza

House

SERVING THE FINEST • STEAKS
i SEAFOOD • BROASTED CHICKEN

• PIZZA • SALAD BAR
Open 10:30 a.m. -till!

Steak Room Opens at 5:00 p.m.

S'Y.O.B. set-ups, no extra charge

ON THE BLVD.

WINCHESTER

Vice—Chancellor,
It consists of 21 members who
are either elected from district*,

appointed at-large by the

Vice-Chancellor. EX OFFICIO
representative from the student

body of the College is this

, faculty

nbers

Baird Stirling.

Southeastern Intercollegiate

Canoe Races on the Cahawba
River near Morganton, N.C. (n

the past three years Sewanee'a
team has been undefeated with

the exception of one second
place finish, and Coach Hugh
Caldwell is confident of
another victory on the

Cahawba.

On Tuesday, October 7,
members of the University of

Tennessee Health Sciences

team will be on campus to

advise and counsel all students

interested in health careers.

For an individual interview

between 1:30 and 3:00,

premedical and pre-dental

students should make an

appointment in Dr. Lowe's

office.

Those students interested in

pharmacy, financial aid and

minority affairs will find an|

advisor in the following rooms:

pharmacy. Woods Lab 217;

financial aid, Woods Lab 119;

and minority affairs, Woods
Lab 216.

HELP...
THOSE MERCHANTS THAT HELP YOUR

STUDENT PAPER RUN!!

PATRONIZE PURPLE ADVERTISERS
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On Student Trustee
The advent of the Student Trustee election raises

question concerning the amount of political interest

and activity at the University of the South. Why is it

that no one, including candidates for offices, gets

particularly enthusiastic about elections? There is no

such thing as a real campaign for office in Sewanee?

instead, hopefuls merely submit their notifications of

candidacy. Consequently, few voters are familiar with

the candidates, the issues or the candidates' stances on

the issues.

The upcoming selection of a junior as the students'

representative on the Board of Trustees, undoubtedly

the most prestigious, if not the most important,

balloting of the year, should be preceded by

substatial amount of campaigning. Campaigning,

this context, does not imply the stringing of banners

across Gailor, as it would in a high school election

does it encompass the type of subtle conversation that

produces a bloc vote by fraternities. But the tactful

placement of posters around campus, the airing of a

debate on WUTS and the organization of a group of

students to spread the word would serve to inform the

electorate and to allow students to mark their ballots

intellegently.

As it is now, it is apparent that some Sewanee

students, noticeably those who run for office, consider

the overt use of publicity mundane, perhaps indicative

of a degree of ambition that precludes the perceived

necessity to appear aloof from it all. By and large,

candidates for student offices refuse to enter the fray

of campaigning. Whether this avoidance of normal

campaign procedures is the product of fear, sloth or

the desire to reserve "the lack of campaigning" as an

excuse for potential defeat at the polls is moot: the

simple fact of the matter is that the absence of

publicity forces students either to vote on the basis of

inadequate information or to sit out the election

because they do not have the knowledge upon which

to base a conscientious vote. Obviously, such elections

become nothing more than popularity contests on a

par with the selection of "Best All Around" for a high

school's "Senior Superlatives." Is this any way to

choose a Student Trustee?

If what passes for a campaign in Sewanee occurs

according to precedent, the pre-election publicizing of

the Student Trustee selection will consist of: 1) each

candidate's written statement of candidacy in The
PURPLE and 2) each candidate's reading of his or her

statement of candidacy at a noontime symposium, one
of which atracted an audience of forty to hear the

eight candidates. This depressingly low attendance

figure serves to demonstrate the point more
convincingly—the candidates should bear the burden
of informing the voters of their candidacy. After all, is

there a better method of separating the men from the

boys, that is, of distinguishing between the candidates

who sincerely want to serve the students and those

who merely want to impress graduate schools'

admission officers with a list of honors? In short, if

candidate for the highest elective office available to

students will not put forth more than the required

amount of effort to get himself elected, then why
should students go out of their ways by standing

line to vote for him?

What is the rationale behind the

specification that candidates for the Student Trustee

position be gownsmen? Given the rather thorough
distribution of gowns among the junior class, there is

excellent chance that, regardless of the gownsman
prerequisite, the person elected would be a gownsman
anyway. The maintenance of the prerequisite merely
serves to unnecessarily restrict the number of potential

Student Trustees. If a gown is imperative to the
effective performance as a Student Trustee, then
gownsman status, as in the case of non-gownsmen
selected as proctors, can easily be honorarily conferred
upon the Student Trustee after his election.

REBEL'S REST
Readers, y'all've gotta have

patients with me today (no,

my real identity ain't Dr. Way,
whose first name is Heming),
for I's 'bout ta launch myself

into a ore-bit(don't be lead

astray) with a burly-size

discoarse ontlie United States

of America's so-called space

program.

In 1961, Presdent Kennydy
fed us that line 'bout how
space was the last frontier, but

he never knowed that 'cause he
never left Massatusetts 'fore he

was elected. Anyways, do y'all

remember what was spose ta of

happened on the night of July

20, 1969? Well, I'll be happy
to relate ta ya (if we ain't kin

already) the story you've been
hearin* and my own story,

what's the straight poop. If

y'all will put on your thinkin'

caps you'll recall that a man by
the name o' Neil Armstrong
came across the audio part o'

your tube hollerin' some sort

o' hogwash 'bout how he's

takin' a small step for him but

a big step for mankind. Think
about it. Does it make any
sense whatsomever that he's

gotta bigger stride than all o'

mankind put in two shoes?

Shucks no, he was just pullin*

your ears. Anyway, after he
got through spoutin' off at the

mouth, Neil and that other

joker was seen to start jumpin'

'round like crazy kangaruse or

like thay was practicin' up to

the

one. They
und like

have seed me in the first part

of the TV show that faked

them folks landin' and walkin'

and . the :

wavin' ta all o' my frinds in

Sewanee in the upper left hand

corner of your screen whilst

Mr. Coobrick was pickin' up
dirt off the ground and stuffin'

it into his mouth out o'

frustation.

Even though nobody's ever

believed me nor my story 'bout

bein' where they was filmin'

that -lace trip, ther's tw

morals to my story: first, :

Mr. Coobrick learnt the hard

wa>, you cau.'t have yout

dessert and eat it too; second,

you can shoot the moon in

dessert without anybody t

knowin' the difrence.

Yippie, tie one on for Party

Weekend

!

X marks the spot

where the moon was shot.

sbody'i bidn and
everbody watchin, includin'

fish-face Walter Kronkite and
Prank McGee (who later fell

for somethin'else) swallowed it

hook, line and sinker.

Now, hyere comes the

crunch. In July o' 1969, yours

truly, meanin'me, was inflicted

with a bad case o' the sinus. So
it was only natral that I pack
me and the Missus off ta

Arizona ta breathe some o 1

that dessert air. Now, whilst I

was there, one night me 'n' my
old lady got into a squabble

and just ta get some piece and
quiet, I started hoofin' it out

into the dessert, where I

shortly come across a strange

ta believe sight. I.d been
wan drin' along for a purty

good while when I come over

the top o' this dune (I was
lookin' for some dunesberries

with which to playkate the

Missus) and spies a bunch o'

folks with TV camras runnin'

'round like they's crazy. I

kinda mosied up a little closer

so's I could get a better

look-see at what was goin' on,

and this perduser feller, what

claimed his name was Stanly
Coobrick or some such
forin-soundin' name, spotted
me 'n' started yellin' at me to

get out o" the way. It seems
that they was fixin' ta shoot
the landin' seen and I was in

the picter. Me 'n' Stanly, we
started goin* 'round 'n' 'round
in a argament *bout how I's

tresspassin' and I told him
how, since they ain't no trees

in the dessert, there warn't
much of a way ta have posted
signs ta tell lolks not to come
there. Anyways, you might
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Dupont Lecturer James Cox

Book Review "Ragtime'

by David Jefferson

RAGTIME
by E.L. Doctorow
Random House, $8.95

E.L. Doctorow's new novel

RAGTIME proves that while

best sellers are generally

entertaining, they are rarely

good. RAGTIME is certainly

one of the most factuous

novels I have ever read. The
author has contrived to mingle

some of the most outstanding

figures of the times around his

unnamed family. I doubt if

even during a four year term
the first family comes in

contact with so many timely

characters as the members of

this upper middle class New
York family.

The plot is a simple one.

Mother's younger brother has

fallen in love with the wife of

an accused murderer. Father is

about to leave on an
expedition with Commander
Perry to the North Pole, and
the young son has just met
Harry Houdini whose Pope -

Toledo Runabout has just hit a

telephone pole across the

street. Mingled with all of this

is the story of Evelyn Nesbit

and her involvement in

Stanford Thaws murder,
Houdini 's life history, and of

course Sigmund Freud's first

and last visit to this

"appalling" country.

The reader should not be
put off by the simple plot and
lack of characters. There is still

to come Evelyn's entanglement
with the anarchist Emma
Goldman, Mother's finding of a

bolldy new born Negro baby in

the garden and of course
younger brother's conversion
to the lunatic fringe as a fire

bomber and his susequent
death fighting with Zapata in

But this book is not really

about an upper middle class

New York family. It is really

the story of Harry Houdini's

Freudian complex toward his

mother and J.P. Morgan's

religous beliefs, namely that he

and Henry Ford are
reincarnated Egyptian
Pharoahs.

Seriously, RAGTIME is the

rags to riches story of a

starving Jewish artist and his

daughter who looks just like

Mona Lisa. Of course we really

do not hear much about this

On
his first twenty - five dollars

and about a hundred pages

later is a self - made baron

spending the summer with our

nameless family in Atlantic

City. Meanwhile, Harry

Houdini is teaching the

Germans how to fly bi - planes.

The best part of the book
though is the scene depicting

younger brother and a Negro
ragtime piano player's
(remember the baby in the

garden?) holding J.P. Morgan's

library ransom for a Model T
Ford.

Incredible as it might seem

there is a point to alle were

not, RAGTIME could never be

the number one best seller that

it is. Do you remember an old

silent serial about a bunch of

kids who were always getting

into trouble called "Our
Gang?" There were Spanky
McFarlan, a real cute little girl

and a Negro ....(remember the

baby in the garden), and that

Jewish artist who has managed
to make a fortune in a hundred

pages. Oh yes, father went

down with the Susitania and

Mother married the artist. .

This book is available in

Saint Lukes Bookstore.

Monteagle Diner

Open 5 a.m.-10: 00 p.m.

SPECIALIZING IN COUNTRY HAM AND HOT BISCUITS

We Cut Our Own Steaks!
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James Cox Speaks on Humor
by Maibeth porter

James M. Cox, the first

DuPont lecturer this year,

appeared at the University last

Thursday, September 18. He
spoke in the lounge of the

Bishop's Common at 8:15 p.m.
after making surprize and not -

so - surprize appearances in

various English classes that

morning. Mr. Core, editor of
the SEWANEE REVIEW
introduced Mr. Cox, who is

presently a faculty member at

Dartmouth College. Mr. Cox
has written many essays for the

SEWANEE REVIEW and for

the VIRGINIA QUARTERLY
REVIEW plus a collection of

essays on Robert Frost and a

book on Mark Twain. He has

received the National Teaching

Award.
The title of Mr. Cox's

lecture was, "Humor and
America: The Southwest Bear

Hunt, Mrs. StoWe, and Mark
Twain." He began the lecture

with an explanation of humor
itself, citing examples
definitions from Thomas
Hobbes, Freud, and Aristotle.

He finally concluded that the

subject of humor is very

awesome and fearful. It brings

the human compulsion for

repetition to its culmination.

People have a certain psychic

fixation about repeating what
they consider to be a good
joke. Cox returned to the

difficulty of writing or talking

about humor without being

humorous himself. He noted

that Aristotle's book on
comedy was lost even thought

his work on tragedy remains.

helpless laughter, not satire or

Cox then delved into a

development of laughter. The
first thing a baby does after

birth is to cru; this is also one
of the first actions a child is

taught to suppress. Cox cited

the cliche; "Be a little man."
Laughter does not begin in

infancy; therefore, humans are

not taught to suppress it

jrtain situations

connected to

as funerals and
Helpless

ic,, state of

except

church
laughter tends to
culture. Crying, laughter, and
joy are all parts of human
pleasure. Cox defined (his final

transcendent, ecstat

heightened s<

experienced when one regards

a fine piece of art, listens to a
Beethoven concert, or reaches
sexual climax. Art is directly

related to pleasure, and to fully

appreciate any form of art is

joy.

Tracing humor's history.

Cox blamed Hobbes for

psychologizing humor. Hobbes
made humor subjective and
divided laughter into social and
aggressive catagories. The
eithteenth century tagged

laughter as amiable, not cruel

or aggressive.

The Puritans as they
changed the political order also

changed the theory of
personality. They

"WILL O' THE WISP"

Record Review
by George Dougla;

The Oblfi o!" hu . thai

it leaves one feeling "helpless

and hopeless" when trying to

understand it. Cox emphasized
that humor is a tow subject -

when one attempts to elevate

it, something is lost. Humor is

not witty because it does not

involve the intellect. Humor is

standing firmly on familiar

ground, a sound that can be

described as inner-city-blues.

Love, the eternal theme of

poets and minstrels, is the

gypsy Leon's focal point ("Will

o' the Wisp." Whining slide and

electric guitars accompany the

rinky-tink acoustic piano sound

Russell's gutsy, mumbling

voice, never sure of the lyrics,

emphasize the point he's trying

to make. A synthesizer, played

by Russell, fills in the feeling of

love lost, love found, and love

realized.

Even the sometimes
bubble-gum special effects

(door-knocking before "Make
You Feel Good" and a

QU ADROPHENIA-style
rainstorm in"Back to the

Island") add to the end Russell

is trying to reach. The Japanese

flute and BIWA used in the

introduction to "Can't Get

Over Losing You" ' contribute

an eerie quality to this

Well produced by Denny
Cordell and Russell/the music

flows together, forcing you

back in your chairf'laid back"),

and makes you tap your feet

and bob your head.

THE PATIO
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT BY

•THE HIGHLANDERS'
EVERY TUESDAY, FRIDAY, AND SATURDAY NIGHT

NOW OPEN, ESPECIALLY FOR STUDENTS, WITH DANCING, DRINKS

AND

EVERYTHING FROM PIT COOKED BAR-B-Q TO MEXICAN FOOD

IN WINCHESTER

1st AVE. NE - IN BACK OF 'FREDS' - ACROSS FROM THE

FRANKLIN COUNTY HIGH
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SIX MAKE BIDS FOR

Laurie Barker

The position of Student Trustee requires

an interest in the administration of the

University, an understanding of its purposes

and priorities, and an awareness of the needs

and desires of the students. I feet I can fulfill

these requirements as well as express general

student opinion to the Trustees who
constitute the major policy-making body of

the University. Having had previous

experience with the Trustees and the Board

of Regents as a member of the Executive

Committee, I am aware of the potential

influence as well as the limitations of a

student member of such a body. I am willing

to make a conscious effort to utilize the

position to its fullest capacity in the best

interests of the student body as a whole and

of the Sewanee ommunity. The Student

Trustee is a voting member of the Board, but,

more importantly, he can help the trustees

understand the immediate atmosphere of the

college and the students.

If elected I will diplomatically but

forcefully try to accurately communicate this

atmosphere to the Board of Trustees.

James A. Bradford

In seeking election as a Student Trustee, I

welcome this opportunity to express my
views concerning this office.

First, it is obvious that non-student trusees

far outnumber our own representatives.

Although this fact may seem to discount our
importance on that body, I tend to believe

that the opposite effect occurs. Because

student representation is concentrated in a

small group, we actually have the ability to

make our views known in a more effective

manner: when student opinion is sought by
the Trustees, the importance of our
representatives is clearly observed.

Second, since the few voices we have on

the Board of Trustees assume a relatively

greater position of importance, those voices

must be able to articulate effectively student

opinion/Toward this goal I offer my four

years of debate and speech activities in high

school and my current participation in the

debating club as evidence of qualification. I

will never be reluctant to speak out for you.

Third, coupled with the need for effective

articulation is the necessity of ascertaining

student, opinion. Toward this end I will draw

upon my two years of personal experience

here, and will solicit the ideas and desires of

any student. I will not hesitate to meet

personally with you and respond to

comments and suggestions that you send me
through the S.P.O. When I go into a meeting

of the Board of Trustees, I want to be

confident that I know where you stand on

the issues at hand.

Fourth and finally, a student trustee must

be willing to work in cooperation with the

other Trustees in order to get things

accomplished. I will endeavor to achieve this

rapport without losing sight of your position.

If elected I will work conscientiously to

meet these responsibilities and. to merit your

confidence in i

Steve Freeland

Last March while the Board of Regents of

the University were in convention Chancellor

Allin. said that the time was good for

contemplating the purpose of this University.

Later that month Vice Chancellor Bennett

said that Sewanee is well ahead of many
liberal arts schools, in terms of survival, but

should we continue to spend as we do,

maintaining the quality of this university will

be a problem.

Not the least significant aspect of the

concern of the Regents voiced by our

Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor is the

question, "Where do we go with a liberal arts

university m a practical world?" Soon you and

I must consider the other side of the question

which is the imperative, "Do something with

it."

To challenge the imperative we must know
its conditions — the first of which is

understanding the meaning of an education at

Sewanee. I think the. emphasis is on an

education which has no meaning outside the

experience of developing the mind and

personality, and leading the individual into the

muse of liberal ideas. Then, if man is innately

good, the liberal arts education informs us

on how to order our premises and priorities.

This, then, brings us to the application of

the imperative: the liberal arts student

capable of discerning order and good in me
world, and exerting his notions in an active

society.

In the affairs of student government at

Sewanee we have the encounter of the liberal

mind on practical matters. The fact that the

two bodies of student regulation, the Delegate

Assembly and the Order of Gownsmen, are

presently cooperating in the production of a

definition of powers and constitutional

revision indicates that the need for efficient

student government occupies the mind of the

Sewanee student. It is in the light of this

student concern over university government

that I make these statements about the

Student Trustee:

1) The Board of Trustees is the policy

making and ratifying institution of this

university.

2) The Executive of the Trustees, the

Board of Regents, frequently invites the

student trustees to attend their poKcy making

meetings in order to field student opinion.

3) The position of student trustee has an

active role In the affairs of Sewanee by virtue

of its institutional participation. The nature of

the position is subject to change only as the

ideas of the University change. Therefore the

most necessary requirement for student

trustee is the capacity to be a responsible

spokesman for and advocate of student ideas.

4)The student trustees are your most direct

voice to the Board of Regents and Trustees.

As the D.A. and O.G. clear up their ambiguous

relationship which causes an overlap of duties

we must remember to use our student trustees

when we would communicate with the Board

of Trustees.

Finally, you must accept the challenge of

the practical imperative we have discussed

and, as a responsible Sewanee student, help

determine the direction of this university by

voting in Monday's election. In 1857 the

University of the South succeeded in

establishing a University which was capable of

fulfilling man's intellectual and spiritual needs.

Today I think that it is possible to strengthen

that image of the past without being deceived.

NealPylant

As one ponders the problem of whom to

select as Student Trustee, it is imperative that

he realizes the great importance of the post.

The Student Trustee is not just a figurehead,

but rather a vital functioning member of the

University's governing body. Although he has

only one vote, he is not powerless because it is
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STUDENT TRUSTEESHIP
through the Student Trustee that the Board is

apprised of the students' sentiments. As he is

the liaison between the students and the

Board of Trustees, his opinions should be of

considerable influence.

In order to insure that the opinions which I

voice are in fact those of the student body, I

will schedule an open discussion session well

in advance of each meeting of the Board of

Trustees.

Since the Student Trustee is the link

between the students and the Board, it is

essential that he be associated with numerous
segments of the students body. His frendships

cannot be confined to one fraternity or clique.

As my friendships and communications are

not bound by fraternity or clique, I am willing

to give equal weight to the opinions of

EVERY student.

A Student Trustee must be responsible in

the sense that he must be prepared to voice

the opinion which is the consensus, even if

that opinion is contrary to his own beliefs. If

elected, I am fully prepared not to be

dominated by my own inclinations, but rather

to be a spokesman for the entire student

body.

Jeff Runge

Choosing our Student Trustee should

certainly be one of the most important

considerations we students deal with when
selecting representatives to the

administration. I am running for the position

because I realize the responsibility the

Student Trustees have to the present student

body and those to come, and Ifeel capable of

fulfilling it. The real task of the Student

Trustee is no merely deciding which way to

vote on a certain issue, but rather, to be

keenly capable of articulating the needs,

desires, and position of the student body as a

whole to the rest of the Board. Those

students who greeted, talked to or ate a meal

with a Board member last year will remember

how receptive most of them were to the

students' opinions. It is in the meetings

themselves where the students need elected

&z. %
BOOK STORE

NOW: Current N.Y. Times Bookreviews

In the BishopVCommon .

leaders to effectively speak for them, and I

feel well qualified to do so.

Although ideally, the Student Trustees
should vocalize the opinions of every student,

it does not happen that way most of the time
due to personal preferences and division

within the student body. Therefore, it is

necessary that I make clear where I stand on
certain issues. The Sewanee in which we live

and work is a new Sewanee. It is new to most
of the alumni as well as the Trustees who
were acquainted with the Sewanee of years

past. The inhabitants of the new Sewanee
have new needs and new desires, which even

now are constantly changing, Adminijtrative

policy must be able to meet our changing

needs with new policies concerning

academics, student " life, and expenditure

preferences, and at the same time adhere to

those traditions that tend to stabilize, not

stagnate. Oftentimes I feel that the

administration, especially Trustees and
Regents, need to be reminded that they exist

as such solely for the benefit of the students,

and not the other way around.

It also seems to me that the hierarchy of

this university needs to reassess its objectives

about education. The university intended at

one time to turn out people who were not

only stronger of mind, but also of character

and possessed high moral standards.

Nowadays, many of those who emerge do so

with their liberal arts degree, knowing a little

about everything and not a lot about

anything except how to consume inordinate

amounts of alcohol. The tragedy is that this

type of behavior is supported by many

faculty and members of the administration in

the name of tradition — blind tradition. If

these people are intent upon keeping

Sewanee the way it has always been, then

why do they continue to allow the

overabundance of incoming students? The
tradition of having a small student body is

not merely desirable, it is practical. I hope

that one day I will get to see the proponents

of a larger student body standing in the rain

in line for Gailor.

Students who have been here awhile can

testify that where our money goes is always a

curious proposition. I fail to understand why
the University can expect SAGA to contract

for the lowest possible price, forcing them to

serve the cheapest possible menus, then turn

around and charge the students more than

contract costs in order to buy $30,000 worth

of tables and chairs upon which to eat our

cheap food. I think expenditure preferences

is a chronic problem in this administration,

which with the rising costs may one day

prove to be lethal.

These are mere examples of the problems I

feel should be taken to task, and I endeavor

to do so as your Student Trustee. It is not my
desire to kill the Old Sewanee, only to

. continue to bring in the New. "New" does

not imply larger classes, abolition of the dress

tradition, or malting the liberal arts degree

any less "liberal," nor does it necessarily

imply better food at Gailor or more desirable

dorm conditions. It does imply, however,

new. objectives and outlooks and changing

policy to. meet changing needs. For example,

studies of the course loads of students and

faculty, university hiring practices and

certainly expenditure preferences are all

badly needed. If you do not feel as I do

about a new Sewanee, I am also happy to

listen; for often we learn the best from each

other. After all, the Student Trustees are

YOUR representatives.

Cynthia L. Smith

The position of Student Trustee is one of

vital importance. Not only is the Student

Trustee a voting member of the Board of

Trustees, but he also has access to documents

and records that are necessary in answering

student questions on issues such as the

budget, dormatory renovations, size of the

student body, or the management of

university sources. I believe that the job of

Student Trustee is to communicate student

opinions of these and other issues to the

Board and then report to decisions

concerning these issues back to the Student

Body as swiftly and completely as possible.

Attending meetings, gathering

information, and communicating with

students are central to the position of

Student Trustee. The fact must not, however,

be overlooked that the Student Trustee must

be able to help plan an informative and

helpful Trustee Weekend where students and

Trustees discuss the various issues I have

found that Trustees are more than willing to

listen to students. It is the students who have

to make the effort, and the Student Trustee

must interest them in doing so.

In order to achieve this end the Student
Trustee must be aware of what other students

are thinking. He cannot be afraid to express

grievances and must be prepared to present

problems or suggestions logically. In dealing

with the professional men who make up the

Board one cannot afford to be any less

efficient and well-prepared. The Student

Trustee in accepting the position must
understand the workings of the Board
thoroughly and not shy away from the

responsibility.

I am offering myself as a candidate for

Student Trustee because I believe that I have

proven myself capable of hard work, or

attempting to understand student problems

and trying to do something constructive

about them, and of being able to work with

people. In my association with The

SEWANEE PURPLE and other organizations

I have tried to give as much of myself as

possible and to fulfill the responsibility to its

fullest extent. I would do no less as Student

Trustee. Thank you for your consideration.
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"The Echoing Green"
A news story, headlined

"Quest for High Grades

Becoming an Obsession," has

been on the bulletin board

outside Dr. Caldwell's office

for some time. The article

reports how competition for

high grade point averages is

causing cut-throat competition,

an increase in cheating and an

inure. i scd number of nervous

.1 !.<!.> Tip LIS.

ntry. Obviously

the problem has not reached

such severe dimensions here in

Sewanee, although some might

say it's close. Yet the grade

crunch is a very real problem in

terms of the basic tone of the

Sewanee experience. This

liberal arts institution in

simplest terms, ideally strives

to foster the enjoyment of

sound learning, and a growing

grade-consciousness is most
certainly detrimental to that

ideal. In the words of the

TIMES article, "What bothers

thoughtful educators most is

the way competition for grades

- the mastering of strategies i

aimed at safely piling up a

straight-A record or a perfect

4.0 GPA - is displacing the

excitement and risk of

learning." A Harvard
psychologist characterizes the

phenomenon as "unrealistic

concern," a "phobia," a "small

neurosis." I've seen it in myself

and others here in Sewanee.

Hence this edition of "The
Echoing Green.'*

Think about two things for

a minute. First, why did you

come to Sewanee? If you came

to Sewanee simply because it

was the thing to do or because

your parents made you, then

the first question becomes even

harder. 1 like to think people

come to Sewanee because they

have recognized that its quality

of education and way of life

would be most conducive to a

nebulous concept called the

"education of the white man."
We have come to Sewanee
because we are genuinely

interested in finding out more
Sha

U'.irNapole
politics, Boyle's Laws, other

people and OURSELVES. The

whole thing has been a failure

if we don't walk away after

four years knowing who and

what we are a little bit better

than we did when we walked

in. How can we do this if we
don't take the time to sit down
and think not about the grades

potentially going to

,
but abo the i.l.

.

LETTERS
Dear Editor,

1 view with r

first experience with the

Sewanee Popular Music

Association.! attended the first

meeting of the year because I

love music and am interested in

bringing the best that a small

school wants and can afford to

the mountain. Secondly, 1 have

some acquaintances who are of

potential help to the SPMA in

the availability and prices of

One of the three student

organizations to be granted an

increase this year, the SPMA
has a budget of $5000. At the

first meeting, the majority of

the club voted to spend its

budget on one major concert

each semester, and by charging

a slight admission charge to

these two concerts, to have

two or three smaller concerts

during the year, in the best

interest of the student body.

Last year, a $1 admission fee

for students ($2.50 for non -

students) was charged;
certainly a reasonable price for

Goose Creek Symphony.
Elsewhere, the admission fee

would be at least $5.

What music do Sewanee
students want to hear? The
SPMA is funded, as are other

student organizations, by the

student activities fee, paid by

every student. The
organization is open to all

interested student*. The
potential of interest is great.

However there were about

forty- five people at the first

meeting, and not over fifteen

at the subsequent two
meetings, which were not

advertised. In spite of this, half

of the club decided, and I

emphasize the following, in the

best interest of the student

body, to survey the type music
preferred by Sewanee students.

I was part of this half of the

614 people responded. 338
preferred rock, 115 country,

105 blues, and 56 soul. Does

anyone wich to argue the fact

that the maj' tity of the

students wish to see a rock

At the moment, the

University is bound into a

contract with a progressive soul

group, Black Heat, for $2260
for the date Saturday,

November 1. This contract was

made before the first meeting

of the SPMA this fall. I am
writing this letter in protest

because I do not feel that half

of the allotted money should

be spent on a concert that

about 6% of those students

who indicated their preference

in the survey wish to have.

Neither do I think that any one

person should have the

responsibility of spending the

money of a supposedly

representative group of people.

I have several suggesti

we are being exposed to in all

our activities here? It should be

obvious that the content of the

important than the grades we

Of course, the
pre-professional students

object that the pressure is all

the heavier for them because of

the rigid external standards

they have to meet in order to

get into graduate school.

Unfortunately it is all too true

that certain pre-professional

curricula attempt to weed out

the weak in spirit through

severely competitive courses.

But I didn't say that the

solution to the grade crunch

was to quit studying. If you
really get into a course an learn

for the sake of the material

then the grades take care of

themselves. The grade that you
do get in this case is a better

indication of your real interest

i the i nd the

othei

. The

Unii attempting to

negotiate the cancellation of

the contract without losing the

$2250. If this is not possible,

Black Heat will perform here.

As a newly elected member of

the DA, I plan to recommend
the charter of the SPMA be

amended. Presently, the

president of SPMA is elected

by the DA. The president

should be elected, as are

presidents of other student

organizations, by the club

itself. No officers have been

elected, other than the

President, who was elected in

the DA's last meeting last year.

You will soon be seeing notices

for a meeting of those

interested in the SPMA. Please

come to that meeting. Do not

waste time that is already

wasting by picking this bone of

contention but come with

suggestions as to what groups

you would like to see for the

money you are paying.

Sincerely,

Leslie M. Newman

which you have learned about

it. The grade you get for the

sake of the grade merely proves

how hard you worked, how
lucky you were in anticipating

test questions and possibly

how strong your memory is. I

leave it to you, which grade is

more indicative of your

intellectual powers, and which

grade will be more helpful to

you in determining career

preferences and learning about

yourself?

In fact, professors across the

country have noted that severe

weakened the real quality and

vigor of student work. Papers

and tests tend to be "more
conscientious, pedestrian, and

plodding than they were two

years ago," according to

Oberlin English professor John
Armstead. He adds that

students are "less willing to

take chances - they're harder,

but they're less imaginative."

The follow-through of such a

trend would eventually turn us

into robots, not the thinking

The Study Crunch

men that the liberal arts

education proposes to produce.

Teachers in a liberal arts

institution have the obligation,

then, to reward genuine

imagination and original

thought. They have the

obligation to discourage

un-spirited busy work in its

place. They can do this by

allowing greater freedom in

assignments and deemphasizing
for

objective tests. If a test has to

be objective, it should be on a

level where students have had

to use some degree of thought

and imagination in order to get

the best answers.

The second thing to

consider is exactly what grades

mean to you. Certainly they do
for

work which we all need. It is

easy to forget the grades, study

for the course and use that as a

rationalization for not working

at all. I know it - I've done it. I

suppose that's why we have

grades at all. Grades also seem

to be for some people a

statement of worth. No one

wants to be known as a "B" or

'C" person. I certainly

lot I » call s

students my closest

friends than I would some "A"
students I know. Intellectual

talent is far down on the list of

the things that make real

character. To borrow a sports

cliche, it's not whether you
win or lose, but how you play

the game that counts.

Perhaps a better

and a better statement of value

could be produced by the

Bennington College plan.

Bennington, and avant-garde

abolished grades altogether and

substituted extensive
comments from the teachers

instead. These would be more
personalized and relevant than

a straight ABCDF grade -- and

a lot easier to discuss. But of

course grad schools aren't

about to fool with shuc

u ncodified information; it

would mean a lot more work

for teachers and students

would have to have a certain

level of maturity and

misuse this system. Perhaps it

is too much to ask from all

three groups.

The point is that there is a

lot more to the Sewanee

experience than grades. The
duPont hermit who walks into

the library for their sake in

September and out in June

four years later is no smarter

and $18,000 poorer. The
student who becomes
genuinely and enthusiastically

involved in his studies, in the

people, in the activities, in life

will certainly grow. And I can
be confident in the promise

that, having lulled everyone

out of a grade-grubbing mood,
I will not rush out and
purposely beat anyone to a

Proctors Attend Sensitivity Sessions
by Maibeth Porter

Most students do not realize

what their proctor must go

through in order to do his or

her job effectively. Two
persons who could shed some
light on this subject are

Chaplain Kiblinger and
Chaplain Bainbridge. These
two have masterminded a

progTam designed not only
throughly indoctrinate
proctors to their jobs, but also

to teach matrons how to

perform their duties. The great

fallacy in the latter case is that

nly < I the

ntain this

old dog

To be more specific, for the

first three Wednesday nights of

this semester, the proctors

were strongly urged to attend

sessions which lasted an hour

and a half, with the chaplains

and the Deans of Students. The

last session included the

cont.onp.ll



Sewanee Group to

Take England Trip

During Christmas
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REVIEW: "l.i JlfraiJofVirtiniaWootf"

During the midwinter

interim at the University of the

South a London Theatre

Program has been planned for

thirty of Sewanee's students,

faculty and alumni.

The group will leave from

Pan Am's VJ.P.'s lounge in the

Atlanta Airport for London on

30 December 1975 and return

13 January 1976 (in time for

second semester registration on

15 January). They will travel on
regularly sch eduled
Pan-American flights. In london

transportation to and from the

airport will be provided, as well

as a half-day sightseeing trip

around London.

the

; the

rbilt He el,

comfortable, .-.mall West-End
hotel with ready access to

theatres and shopping areas.

The hotel will provide a

complete English breakfast and
a double occupancy
accomodation for the members

permit plenty of free time to

enjor England's capital city and
nearby attractions.

The price for everything is

$810.00, payable by October
31 to Clark Cruise and Travel

Service, Inc., 400 Franklin

Street, S.E., Huntsville, Al.

35801. Applications for the trip

should be made to either Dr.

Cocke or Dr. Reishman at the

University.

of the gTOUp. Single rooms are

available upon the payment of a

$30.00 supplement.

The point of the trip is to

allow the group the excitement
of first-hand exposure to the

best theatre in the English

speaking world. Drs. William

Cocke and John Reishman will

select eight plays of quality and
enduring value, performed by
distinguished actors. Each
morning there will be informal
discussions of the previous

evening's play led by the two
professors. There will also be
three evenings when no theatre

is scheduled which should

Purple Masque Production of "Wno's Afraid of Virojnia VMbolf?"

by Charles Halsey

more to the point, a long play.
deter"lin

But length, after all, is organic su"ess.

and appropriate is a play that

dispenses with conventional
plot for the sake of a thickly

woven texture and its sedulous
scrutiny. Mr. Wilcox is to be
applauded for his decision to

undertake this bold enterprise.

The play was the most
enjoyable experience that has

been produced during my stay

on the Mountain.

It is a difficult proposition

to give form, that is, a sense of

"actuality," to a play. The cues,

the intentionally pregnant

pauses and the practiced

movements are elements which
the actors employ to obtain a

sense of rhythm. Dress rehearsal

is run through and the play

works, but it is not yet a

success. The actors have still to

play their piece before an

n audience which

oscillating throughout the play n*r best performance to date.

created one of the internal As Honey, bleery-eyed and not
rhythms which was a prime quite understanding the

n the play's meaning of the motions around
Hart's adroit her, she added another strand

rendition of a loved, garrulous of texture to the play and
and clumsy creature was as contributed quietly to the
admirable as it was enjoyable, overall effect. She Was a

Honey (Debbie Lopez) and character one's eyes came
Nick (Jim Mulkin), though across frequently during periods

supporting characters (for the of movement on the stage, a

play is certainly about Martha notational point within the

and George), are also the semiotic of the play,

backdrop against which George From the original choice of
and Martha are able to stand material and casting of parts to

out in relief. Jim Mulkin, the technical detail of George's
though his movement on stage toy gun, the entire production
could have been less forced, of "Who's Afraid of Virginia

presented an engaging and Woolf?" proved that meticulous
subtle portrayal of a man who, attention to detail results in the
from all appearances, has whole's being greater than the

upright and noble intentions, sum of its parts. May the Purple
Later, the actor skillfully allows Masque continue to present to

a glimpse into his real us such stimulating and
Debbie LoDez gave rewarding experiences.

Cox Lecture

Would you go to England with these men?

VOTE

STUDENT TRUSTEE ELECTION

MONDAY, OCTOBER 6

9-1 IN THE SPO

^§1 C&wof) oJair

NOW FEATURING:

the UNtVERSITY OF THE SOUTH SEAL

IN NEEDLE POINT

HAND PAINTED - FINISHED SIZE

15 X 15 inches

in' paternayan Persian yarn

German no. 12 canvis 31.95 post paid.

We are also taking orders for Fraternity Seals

Georgia Avenue
Sewanee, Tennessee

37375 . phone 598-0334

the actors understand to be a

vehicle whose entrance into the

rhythm is the contingent upon
which rests the play's success. If

the lines are run through

oblivious to the audience, there

is a lack of syncronization.

John Glass' performance had

just the necessary resilience,

pacing itself for the audience's

participation. His rendition of

George was a work of genius.

Genius, you say? How else does

one describe the portrayal of a

character which is a convincing

alternative to one which has

been created by a name like

Richard Burton? (For those of

you whose misfortune it was

not to have been able to see the

play, imagine seeing a theatrical

performance of a Marx
Brothers' movie and not once

having the real Groucho come
to mind.)

The energy of Jane Hart's

(Martha) performance provided

a contrast to the self-absorbed

George. Her stacato parrying, as

one quarrel led to another.

cont. from p, 8

democratized religion and
created the American middle

class. Cox believes that the

middle class, by its very title, is

incapable of high culture. In

the place of high culture,

seculture is substituted. Serious

culture is the opposite of

humor and attempts to find

meaning in everything. For
Cox, meaning is just what it

simultaneously, the dominance
of serious culture makes humor
possible. There is nothing left

to do bi ' laugh.

Afte this hour - long

digression on the origins of

humo* and laughter, Cox
returned to the supposed

subject of his lecture. The
South has developed more
humor than the North because

of its sense of loss. The
archetype of southern humor
before the Civil War was the

bear hunt. A hero told tall tales

in a somewhat deformed

dialect. The backwoodsman's
capacity to He was contrasted

with civilization. All bear hunt
stories culminate in Faulkner's

"The Bear." Cox accused

Harriet Beecher StoWe of

murdering humor in the South.

She transformed the bear hunt

sof
horse trading into slave trading.

In UNCLE TOM'S CABIN,
Mrs. Stowe enslaves every

character to her theme. The
result, according to Mr. Cox,

Was the Civil War and fourteen

million casualties. It took Mark
Twain, emerging from a

criminal past after the war, to

resurrect humor in tt.e South.

Twain combined the dialect

of the southwest wigh a tall

tale concerning a confident

boy. That boy frees a slave.

The humor of
HUCKLEBERRY FINN is

ible and unaggressive. The

J THE MOTOR MART
CROVER GREEN

Dial 598-5172

Sewanee, Tenn. T hil lip's Go

Bumper to Bvmpc/* *>£/vjc£/

"Do uj Atoe -, ^pcjarlpfc

however, nigillstic.

from childhood t

from spontanaity

Hurr Cox
bills,meaning. The "serioui

and humor is all there i:

Mr. Cox was very interesting

but could have made his point

in a shorter period of time (the

talk lasted one hour and 55

minutes). What he said about

humor in the South at the

conclusion of his lecture served

to redeem him after his lengthy

Freudian digression. He was
humorous according to his own
definition.



ROCK-CLIMBING IS

A DANGEROUS BUT EXCITING SPORT.

ROCK CLIMBING

Area Offers Great Deal

In the past few years, the

sport of rock-climbing has

become increasingly popular

with the youth of today.

Sewanee and the surrounding

area offers a greatly varied

choice of climbable locations

There are many cliffs suitable

for repelling, ascending, and
"direct -aid" work.

Although the common sight

of people climbing and

repelling in the Sewanee
vicinity makes itappear easy, it

actually takes knowledge and

experience to be done safely.

Personal experiem

by observation

under the proper supervision.

Solo climbing, although

isky and dangerous

Ski & Outing

basic climbing

rope, slings,

climbers known
nd experienced.

Later in the year, the SS & OC
will organize Sunday afternoon

classes for the instruction of

rock-climbing techniques.

One should take advantage

The Sewan
Club loans

i attained expei

oppor
this

Millsaps Squeak

By Sewanee
The Sewanee Tigers lost

their second game of the

season last Saturday to Millsaps

College of Jackson, Mississippi

14-7. Again, the defense

proved strong, as defensive

man Jimmy Thomas put forth

a superb effort with a blocked
punt to his credit.

Offensively, the Tigeis were
just about even with Millsaps in

total yards gained with 163
yards rushing to 174 yards for

Millsaps, and 140 yards passing

to Millsap's 150. Junior David

Punk played one of his finest

games this season as he gained

85 yards in 12 carries.

Coach Shirley Majors said

that his Tigers "hit harder and

played harder than Millsaps,"

and that the game "could have

supported by the fact that the

Tigers in the third quarter

advanced to tthe Millsaps

6-yard line, only to run out of

downs. Looking forward to

next week homecoming game
with Austin College at Hardee

Field, Coach Majors is

expecting a tough battle:

"Austin has the best learn they

have had in five years. They are

much better than last year, and
although we'll have to pass the

ball alot, Austin's secondary is

superb."

The Tigers will be ready for

next Saturday's bout, but they

will need your support. Get
behind your team and show
them what spirit is. Come to

the game Saturday lit 2:00

P.M.
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ETSU Downs Sewanee Harriers
by Kevin Harper

As the little boy dragging

his ball glove in the dust, said

to his father, "Ah gee Dad, I

had a no-hitter going until the

big kids got out of school."

Well "the big kids" in the form

of the East Tennessee State

cross-country team "got out of

school" and showed the

Sewanee Tigers what running is

all about, in the season opener

for both squads. On a six mile

course so hilly as to make
individual times irrelevant, the

Buccaneers placed in six of the

top seven spots. ETSU's Mark
Brown won individual honors

by setting a new course record

and leading his team composed
of Irish and American athletes.

The lone Sewanee Harrier to

break up the ETSU sweep was

Kevin Harper, who took fifth.

The final score read ETSU 16,

Sewanee 43.(In cross-country,

IU to escape the

and fog for

nd the team was
filling meal in a

atmosphere by
Coach Berryman's in-laws.

Number two man Felton

Wright, who placed eighth,

claims they served the best

apple pie he ever ate. Gary

s pie,

treated to

rongenial

Hamlington(ninth), Emory
Lawrence (tenth), and John
Glenn(eleventh) rounded out

the Sewanee scorers as they

managed to survive the grueling

hills. Other survivors for

Sewanee were Peter Steffan,

Robert Emerson, Jeff Wagner,

Mike Harding and David Ricks.

The Harriers hope to

improve their seasonVefforts
this Saturday. They travel to

Nashville to compete with road

racers across the South in the

Old Hickory Run 5.8 mile road

race. This race is expected to

attract upwards of 500
runners -

Tigers Drop 17-6 Decision
The Hampden - Sydney

Tigers edged the Sewanee

Tigers 17 - 6 Saturday in a

game plagued by fumbles and

interceptions. Both team's

defensive units were stwllar, as

Linebacker Raymond Leathers

and Comerback Mike Cline

both displayed their senior

leadership with fine efforts.

Offe
Sewane>

ando for

ire David Funk,

went 65 yards in 16

i. Chuck Depaulo, who
21 yards in nine carries,

and Miles Keefe, who went 21

A Hampden - Sydney drive

in the first quarter produced

the only points iat quarter as

Joe Daly punched the ball over

from the 1 yard line. The PAT
was good, and the score stood

Hampden - Sydney 7, Sewanee

0.

The next score occured in

the third quarter with Sewanee

scoring their only points in the

game. A fumbled point was

recovered on the one • yard

line, and Jackie Peacock ran it

in from there. Hampden -

Sydney Defensive End Ed
Kelly blocked the PAT, making

the score Sewanee 6, Hampden
- Sydney 7. A Jimmy Ferguson

kick late in the third quarter

put Hampden - Sydney ahead

10-6.
Hampden - Sydney sewed

up the game in the fourth

quarter with a two - yard run

by Bill Moore. The final score

read 17 - 6, Hampden Sydney.

JERRY'S

FORMERLY MILLNER'S

"WELCOME ALUMNI, AND PARTY WEEKEND-ERS"

IN MONTEAGLE
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES, AND ALL YOUR GROCERY NEEDS

NEW OWNER
JERRY CR0WN0VER



Honor Code Proposals
cont. from p. 1

distinctions should not be

drawn between the two. One is

not less guilty for cheating on a

small test than on a final exam.

b.) It is written in the
Honor Code that:

The abbreviation "Pledge"

is acceptable on testa other

than final examinations, but it

is suggested that the professor

or instructor make it clear to

the class from time to time

that the abbreviation carries

the full meaning and
significance of the longer

pledge.

In the experience of the

members of the Council, it has

been very rare for a "professor

or instructor (to) make it

clear... that the abbreviation

carries the full meanine and
significance of the longer

pledge.
Several other additions and

deletions to the Honor Code

have been adopted by the

Honor Council. In past years

the Council had allowed

students to use faculty

members as a defense counsel

during a trial. According to the

Honor Code "The Honor
System...can be maintained

only by students." Fellow

students will henceforth be the

only defense counsel allowed

during a trial.

The Honor Council explains

that there have been cases in

which the faculty defense

adopted the position of

"getting the student off the

hook," regardless of the truth

of the matter. The faculty
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PROCTOR SESSIONS
member in this situation may
exert an added influence on
the decision of the Council
simply because of the nature of

student-teacher relationship.

Members of the Honor Council
are usually much younger than
the faculty defense and, as a

result, may let the teacher

sway his decision in a way that

is not needed.

Several other small technical

details were brought up to

A meeting of the Honor f

Council with Dr. Smith, Dr.

Gilchrist, Dr. Paschall, Dean
Puckette, and instigated by Dr.

Stirling, involved discussion of

neede changes in the Honor
System at Sewanee that

produced many of the

proposals included in this

revision. I would like to thank

these professors for their time

and well-considered advice.

. from p. 5

but thank goodness
they were not plunged into

such an atmosphere "cold

turkey." The Deans and
Chaplains held a separate

session for the ladies, preparing

them for the confrontation

with their "student helpers."

The proctors were asked

why they thought they were

chosen to fill that position.

The answers ranged from,

"because I'm popular," to "I

enjoy responsibility, in other

words, I like to boss people

around." The entire first

session consisted of a massive
effort to get the proctors to

face their respective identities.

It is too bad that no one
thought of asking the Deans
and chaplains why they are

deans and Chaplains.
N The second session further

i 1 1 um i nated the proctor's

supposed image with role play.

presented and certain proctors

acted them out. One male
proctor gave an outstanding

performance as a frenetic

studier whose roommate had

just trashed his side of their

room. There Was not a dry eye
in the place, but no real

conclusions were drawn as to

what should be done to help

the unfortunate bookworm. It

was brought to this writer's

attention that in past years,

notably two years ago, the

participants in these dramatic

episodes were provided with a

case of beer before each

session. It seems that this

would not only eliminate many
inhibitions, but would also

provide a more accurate

picture of student-proctor

relationships.

In the course of the first

two sessions, proctor-matron

relations Were only casually

mentioned. There was little

informality in the third session.

Each proctor introduced his or
her matron with appropriate

comments, "she makes great

avocdo dip, drives a red car,

and has very acute hearing,

etc." Then the matrons
introduced their proctors with
comments like, "So and So is a

wonderful proctor when he's

around." Then matrons
analyzed "the job of the

proctor" and proctors did the

same for matrons. Throughout
all this the Deans Were very

helpful with their cheerful

smiles of patience.

The proctors Were united in

their opinion of the program.
One female proctor summed it

up with, "The sessions were a

poor attempt at group therapy;

they Were a waste of time."

SPMA Will Present "Black Heat" November 1
cont, from p. 1

The booking agency. Hit

Attractions of Charlotte, N. C,
was unable to convince Black

Heat to give up the date.

The executive board,

consisting of President

LendellMassengale and
members Bill Caldwell, Tom
Potts, Billy Joe Shelton and

John Stults, have unanimously

called for support of the

disagreements. The SPMA
would like to continue with its

goal of bringing good popular

music to Sewanee.

A meeting of the entire

SPMA was held Tuesday night

after press time to discuss

several important issues still at

hand. The organization has yet

to decide whether to charge an

admission fee to the students

who see Black Heat. In the past

students have been admitted

free of charge except when the

cost of the concert was

unusually high. In this case a

dollar was charged to help

cover expenses.

The SPMA receives most of

from the Student

Their allocation for this year is

$5000, an increase of $500
over last year.

The organization also began

outlining the various powers
and responsibilities inherent in

the management of the

organization. At present there

is no written constitution or

charter. Many of the recent

misunderstandings can be

traced to this fact.

The SPMA will also present,

in conjunction with the

Student Forum, a concert of

mountain music on October

21. It is hoped that this event

will include a workshop in the

afternoon and a concert that

evening.

D A Elects
. from p. 1

a lovin'

glassful

constitutional revision is also

open to all interested members.

Rillv DuBose is ex officio

chairman of Community
Relations, and Bill Clinkscales

chairs the Curriculum
Committee. Other Chairmen

have yet to be appointed by

Billy Joe Shelton.

The D.A. also elected its

representatives to various

student and faculty
committees. The Student

Activities Fee Committee
(SAFC) will have Billy DuBose,

Clark Spoden, George Douglas

and Mike Flatt as its D.A.

contingent. The Order of

Gownsmen has already elected

its two representatives to that

Committee. Membership

the Committee was open to

any student, but only D.A,

members were nominated.

Brad Berg and Mike Fagen

were elected to the Placement

Committee. Frank
Cunningham and Nancy Dell

were selected to fill the male

and female positrons on the

Bishop's Common Advisory

Committee, and Tommy
Johnston and Beth Edsall were

elected to the Student Affairs

Committee.
The Financial Aid

Committee, also open to

non-D.A. members, will have

the services of Chip Hunt, Fred

Taylor, Charlotte Jones, Mike

Flatt and Paul Seifert.

Charlotte Jones is the only

non-D.A. member elected.

THURSDAY IS FAMILY NIGHT

PRIVATE PARTIES AVAILABLE

SUNDAY BUFFET
MOW. - WED. - THURS. - FBI. LUNCHEON SPECIAL

$1.75 PLUS TAX
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For over 130 years weVe been using

the word Equality" in our advertising.

Once again, we'd like to tell you what

we mean by it.

6 Our brewery in 1844. •)

Blue Ribbon quality means the best tasting beer you can

get. A quality achieved only by using the finest ingredients

and by adhering to the most rigid of brewing standards.

In Milwaukee, the beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue

Ribbon continues to be the overwhelming best seller

year after year. Blue Ribbon outsells its nearest

competitor nearly five to one. That's why we feel

we've earned the right to challenge any beer.

So here's the Pabst challenge: Taste and compare

the flavor of Blue Ribbon with the beer you're

drinking and learn what Pabst quality in beer

is all about. But don't take our word for it.

Taste our word for it.

Pabst. Since 1844.

The qualityhas always

come through.


